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mouth powerful ounces chowder cloudy 

powder pout frown found growls 

loud vows announce bow proud 

Choose the best word from the word 

bank to complete each sentence. 

 1. Our teacher was very ________________ of the class. 

 2. They will ________________ the winners on Friday. 

 3. Their dog ________________ at the squirrels. 

 4. Do you like the taste of clam ________________? 

 5. The couple exchanged their wedding ____________ in church. 

 6. Everyone helped to clean the park when it was____________. 

 7. Mom’s vacuum cleaner is ________________. 

 8. Chef quite often use baking ________________ when cooking. 

 9. Sixteen _______________ is equal to one pound. 

10. The dentist needed me to open my ________________ wide. 

11. It is sign of respect to _____________ before the queen. 

12. The hikers ________________ their way back out of the woods. 

13. Do not be ________________ at the library. 

14. When someone is sad, they often ________________. 

15. Santa says that children better not _____________ or cry. 

Name______________________________     Date __________________ 
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